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Dominic Mulligan
Counsel Assisting the Coroner
Via email to: dominic@mulligan.com.au
Wednesday, July 27, 2011
Dear Dominic,
We are writing to you to make a brief submission to the coronial Inquiry into the death of
Liam Tchooga aka Liam Nungoray. In this submission we raise some of the issues that we
feel led to the situation Liam was in and eventually his death. We also suggest some potential
solutions to these issues.
CAYLUS is a petrol sniffing prevention project based in Alice Springs. We largely work
with NT communities but have provided assistance where we can to communities such as
Balgo that sit outside of our service area. Our assistance to Balgo has included
•
•
•
•
•

helping the community source funding and establish a youth program
bringing elders from the Mt Theo program based in nearby Yuendumu to talk with
community members in Balgo about taking action in relation to Petrol sniffing
advocacy work to promote the use of Opal Low-Aromatic fuel and its comprehensive
rollout to Balgo and surrounding communities and roadhouses
advocacy for better legislation in WA to give families, police and communities
greater powers to deal with petrol sniffing
supporting the placement of Liam and two other Balgo youth at Ilpurla, a rehab
program which we support

Background
We first became aware that Liam was sniffing when police and staff of Wirrimanu
Aboriginal Corporation contacted us in November 2009 asking for advice. His behaviour was
increasingly erratic and he was thought to be influencing others to sniff. We suggested Liam
could go to Ilpurla Aboriginal Corporation near Alice Springs where he would be looked
after by Barry Abbott and his family. The Abbotts have helped many young fellas like Liam
by providing them with a safe, drug-free place to stay, some counselling and support and
opportunity to work in the cattle business that the family run.
We offered to pay the care costs associated with attending Ilpurla but Liam didn’t agree to
attend voluntarily. This meant a number of attempts to take him to the service failed. Liams
behaviour escalated during this time and he committed a series of crimes. Eventually under
mounting pressure from police and family Liam agreed to attend Ilpurla and Phil Moke from
WA Mental Health brought Liam and two other her young men from Balgo to Ilpurla on Jan
31 2010.
Liam stayed at Ilpurla through until early April 2010. The service found him to be a highneeds client, he attempted self harm on one occasion and put a lot of pressure on staff to let
him leave the service and return to Balgo. The service reported that when Liam spoke on the

phone to family in Balgo he would become more upset, putting pressure on family to come
and get him.
In April after talking with family who were concerned that Liam should attend sorry
business, Barry Abbott took Liam and handed him over to family in a half way meet. Barry
felt that while Liams condition had improved considerably in his time at Ilpurla that he
would benefit more from if he was able to stay on for longer. However given the
circumstances he felt compelled to comply with Liams and his families request that he return
to Balgo.
After this time Liam quickly returned to sniffing and CAYLUS staff continued to work with
services and family to try and arrange Liams return to Ilpurla. However this was
unsuccessful.
The need for a Volatile Substance Abuse Prevention Act in WA
It was apparent from our first involvement in Liams case that the dozen or so services in WA
that were involved with him were severely hampered because they didn’t have powers to
mandate Liam to attend treatment. This meant that Liam kept sniffing for a number of
months before he agreed to attend Ilpurla, he was self-harming, encouraging others to sniff
and committing crimes during this time. It also meant that his placement at Ilpurla was
tentative relying on his compliance and consent from his family. When he exited Ilpurla staff
there didn’t consider that he was ready to leave.
The NT Volatile Substance Abuse Prevention Act 2005 is a successful model of such
legislation and we recommend the WA government should urgently consider adopting a
similar model. This act allows for people to be mandated to treatment, with formal
assessment and referral support from state based Alcohol and Other Drug agencies. It also
gives police clear powers to remove volatile substances from sniffers and to take sniffers to a
safe place and it allows remote communities to make enforceable rules around the
management of volatile substances.
Sniffing is ongoing in WA and we continue to offer support and advice to police, youth
workers and others who are trying to deal with it as well as support the placement of WA
clients at Ilpurla. We have written to the WA government on a number of occasions making
the case for such laws.
It is worth noting that many people who are referred under the NT Act cease sniffing after
the initial attention they get as a part of their referral. For many of these young people a swift
response and initial assessment and ‘talking to’ from an AOD professional is enough to scare
them and get them on the right track again. Thus this systematic early intervention reduces
the future burden on the health and criminal justice systems.

The need Legislation that can force retailers in strategically important zones to stock
Opal Fuel
We understand that Rabbit Flat Roadhouse is now closed, however for a number of years the
roadhouse refused to use Opal fuel. This meant that sniffing continued in Balgo (albeit far
reduced) even after Opal was introduced in the community. CAYLUS, Balgo Police,

Wirrimanu Aboriginal Corporation 1 and the Federal Government all made representations to
Bruce Farrens the owner of Rabbit Flat Roadhouse asking that he make the fuel available,
however he steadfastly refused. It was during this time that Liam developed a petrol sniffing
habit and his behaviour escalated.
The Evaluation of the Impact of Opal Fuel 2 found that the comprehensive use of Opal fuel in
Central Australia led to a 94% reduction prevalence of Petrol sniffing. Given the harm that
sniffing caused in Balgo and the strong evidence that stocking Opal at Rabbit Flat could have
made a difference, CAYLUS feels that retailers such as Mr Farrens should be compelled to
use the fuel if they do not agree to do so voluntarily. The Federal government paid the South
Australian Centre for Economic Studies 3to look into creating such an Act and the Centre
found that only the Federal government has this capacity and that such legislation would
have lead to $1.4 Billion in savings of costs to the community, justice and health systems.
The issue of retailers refusing to stock Opal fuel is not confined to Rabbit Flat and Balgo.
Retailers at Urandangi (QLD), Tilmouth Well, Ti Tree Roadhouse, Maryvale Station (all NT)
and other sites continue to refuse to stock Opal fuel and this allows sniffing to continue to
nearby communities.
Given the Federal government’s own report indicates this legislation is feasible and would
have a significant benefit we recommend that such legislation should be introduced with
urgency and the WA Government should join the NT Government in indicating its support
for this legislation.
The need for better rehab options in WA
It is clear that there are few appropriate rehab options in WA for young people such as Liam.
Given the significant resources that are available through programs such as Royalties for
Regions, a portion of these should be invested in fostering residential rehabilitation programs
with the capacity to take volatile substance users and young people. Models such as the Drug
and Alcohol Services Association and Bush Mob in Alice Springs are achievable and if
provided in a local region can be appropriate and effective. Ilpurla continues to take
placements of WA youth but this is thousands of kilometres away from where these young
people live.
In the NT the Creation of the NT VSAP Act led to the extension of appropriate rehab
options, as the government committed to creating an appropriate service system when it
introduced the legislation. Given this, the creation of similar legislation in WA could have
the same effect.
In the short term, there may be concern that without suitable rehab options, the proposed Act
would have no teeth until that capacity is created. At this stage, the number of people sniffing
petrol in WA is not great. Should the proposed legislation be passed, there is sufficient
capacity in the NT to allow for mandated clients to be afforded treatment. The Manager of
Ilpurla Rehab Outstation has indicated he is prepared for his service to act in this capacity if
funding was made available to support the placements, and has made this offer formally in
his submission to this inquiry.

1

See item 10
http://www.aph.gov.au/senate/Committee/clac_ctte/petrol_sniffing_substance_abuse08/report/e01.htm
2
Peter d’Abbs and Gillian Shaw 2008 see http://www.inhalantsinfo.org.au/supply_reduction.php
3
South Australian Centre for Economic Studies 2010 see
http://www.health.gov.au/internet/stoppetrolsniffing/publishing.nsf/Content/history-1

Conclusion
There has been some discussion about not taking any action regarding a WA version of the
VSAP Act until the roll out of Opal in WA is completed. It is hoped this will reduce the
need for such legislation. Unfortunately, this has not been the case in the NT, where despite
the comprehensive roll out of Opal, there is still an ongoing need to mandate a small number
of people into treatment. This group has mostly been sniffing petrol since a young age, and
are addicted to inhalant abuse. Without the VSAP Act, the roll out of Opal would have been
compromised, as this group would be able to sniff petrol unchallenged, and would become
the centre of an expanding group of people. This is what happened in the 90s in the
Pitjatjantjara lands, where the Com Gas roll out was undone because a small number of
people continued to sniff petrol that they brought in to the community, resulting in increasing
numbers over time and reduced commitment to the Com Gas strategy.
Without the capacity to deal effectively with the small number of people who will continue
to sniff despite reduced availability, the Opal roll out will not be as effective. There has been
a 94% reduction in inhalant abuse in the CAYLUS region thanks to a three pronged
approach: supply reduction through Opal and work with retailers, demand reduction thru
improving youth services in remote communities using a community development model,
and effective casework with the remaining inhalant abusers which is made possible through
the VSAP Act. With this three-part strategy, Central Australia has had an unprecedented
success. WA is now in a position to learn from the experience of the NT and virtually
eliminate petrol sniffing. In Central Australia deaths resulting from petrol sniffing have
dropped considerably since 2006, if WA take the actions suggested above this could also
happen in WA and prevent more young people like Liam from dying.

BLAIR McFARLAND
Managers

TRISTAN RAY
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Dear  Minister  Jacobs,  
  
We  are  writing  to  you  in  your  role  as  the  Minister  responsible  for  drug  and  alcohol  issues  
in  Western  Australia.        
  
The  recently  completed  evaluation  of  the  Impact  of  Opal  fXHOE\3HWHU'¶DEEVDQG*LOO
Shaw  (2008)  found  that  the  roll  out  of  Opal  Fuel  has  led  to  more  than  a  90%  reduction  in  
prevalence  of  sniffing  in  the  Central  Australian  cross  border  region  and  that  this  
reduction  has  been  sustained  since  the  initial  roll  out  of  Opal  fuel  in  2006.  
  
There  are  still  some  sites  that  are  yet  to  experience  the  full  benefit  of  Opal  fuel;;  in  WA  
WKHVHVLWHVLQFOXGH%DOJR:LOOXQDDQG:DUEXUWRQ7KHVDPHUHSRUWE\'¶DEEVDQG6KDZ
found  that  ³WKHUHLVDVWDWLVWLFDOly  significant  relationship  between  the  distance  from  each  
community  to  the  nearest  ULP  outlet,  and  the  size  of  the  decrease  in  the  prevalence  of  
VQLIILQJDWHDFKFRPPXQLW\´    
  
The  situation  at  Balgo  exemplifies  the  need  for  cross  border  Commonwealth  legislation  
that  can  be  used  to  mandate  the  sale  of  Opal  fuel  in  strategically  important  locations.  The  
fuel  that  is  being  sniffed  at  Balgo  is  thought  to  be  coming  from  Rabbit  Flat  roadhouse  
located  just  across  the  state  border  inside  the  Northern  Territory.  Despite  approaches  
from  the  Federal  Government,  community  agencies  and  local  police,  Bruce  Farrans  the  
retailer  at  Rabbit  Flat  refuses  to  stock  Opal  fuel.  
  
He  has  given  a  variety  of  reasons,  the  latest  being  that  he  plans  to  close  the  Roadhouse  in  
2010  (locals  know  he  has  talked  about  doing  this  for  years).  Meanwhile  in  Balgo  the  
numbers  and  regularity  of  people  sniffing  has  grown  recently  to  around  six  local  youth  
sniffing  regularly.    We  know  from  experience  that  such  outbreaks  can  grow  rapidly  and  
also  that  there  is  no  safe  level  of  sniffing.  These  young  people  who  are  sniffing  may  be  
harmed  or  cause  harm  to  others  at  any  point  due  to  their  sniffing.      
  
  

  
Given  that  Opal  is  a  standard  unleaded  fuel  that  meets  all  of  the  relevant  national  
requirements  the  decision  about  whether  Balgo  residents  receive  the  full  benefit  of  the  
fuel  through  a  comprehensive  regional  roll  out  should  not  be  left  to  the  whims  of  local  
business  owners.  A  proponent  of  this  view  is  Liberal  Senator  Gary  Humphries  who  has  
visited  Balgo  several  times  and  has  a  good  handle  on  the  issue.  In  a  speech  in  the  
Australian  PDUOLDPHQWHDUOLHUWKLV\HDUKHVWDWHG³$VD/LEHUDO,LQVWLQFWLYHO\GRQRW
support  the  idea  of  legislation  overbearing  commercial  behaviour,  but  in  this  case  the  
arguments  in  favour  of  continuing  to  sell  sniffable  fuel  are  paper  thin.  There  is  no  reason  
why  people  cannot  use  Opal  fuel  in  their  cars,  where  their  cars  are  made  for  ordinary  
unleaded  petrol,  and  the  damage  done  to  these  communities  because  the  sniffable  fuel  is  
stiOODYDLODEOHLVHQRUPRXV7KHUHLVQRJRRGUHDVRQIRULWWRFRQWLQXHWREHDYDLODEOH´  
  
The  economic  arguments  for  the  use  of  Opal  in  a  comprehensive  regional  roll  out  are  also  
substantial.  A  cost  benefit  analysis  published  by  Access  Economics  in  2006    found  that  
the  comprehensive    use  of  Opal  fuel  in  the  Central  Australian  Cross  border  region  would  
lead  to  health  and  justice  system  savings  of  $73  million  per  annum.  
  
As  you  are  aware  the  Australian  Government  has  commissioned  the  South  Australian  
Centre  for  Economic  Studies  to  explore  regulatory  solutions  to  enable  the  mandatory  roll  
out  of  Opal  fuel.  It  is  in  the  context  of  the  Australian  Government  seeking  a  legal  solution  
to  mandate  Opal  fuel,  that  we  urge  the  Western  Australian  Government  to  join  the  
Northern  Territory  Government  in  being  proactive  on  this  issue  and  to  ask  for  federal  
legislation  to  mandate  the  sale  of  Opal  fuel  in  strategically  important  locations  where  
retailers  refuse  to  stock  Opal  fuel  voluntarily.    
  
Could  you  advise  us  of  the  WA  Government¶s  current  position  on  the  issue  and  to  this  
end  we  would  like  to  request  a  meeting  to  brief  yourself  or  relevant  staff.    
  
Further  wHDUHFF¶LQJWKLVOHWWHUWRMinister  for  Health,  Kon  Vatsklis  in  the  Northern  
Territory  Government  as  we  would  like  to  see  the  States  and  Territory  jointly  taking  a  
clear  message  to  the  Federal  Government  in  relation  to  this  need.  
  
We  look  forward  to  hearing  from  you  soon  
  
Yours  faithfully,  

  
  
Tristan  Ray  
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CC:  Minister  Kon  Vatskalis  NT  Government  
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